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Interior Solutions

Customised

solutions

Privacy

for your home

Maintaining privacy day and night is an important consideration for many
homeowners, particularly for bedrooms and bathrooms. With higher density
living on the increase around Australia, stopping prying eyes from the street
and neighbours provides security for you and your possessions. However you
don’t need to give up a beautiful view or block out the daylight to achieve this.
Day and night time privacy is achieved through louvred products where you can
angle the vanes in addition to the large range of dual function products such
as Luxaflex® Dual Roller Blinds, Luxaflex® Duette® Duo-Lite Shades, and many
others our Luxaflex Consultants can recommend to suit your home and budget.

Luxaflex® Window Fashions – Bringing you Australia’s largest range of inspirational shading solutions since
1954. At the forefront of innovation and technical excellence, the international company behind the Luxaflex
Brand develops and designs many of these exclusive patented products and operating systems. With so
many options on offer, we provide a specialist consultation to ensure your individual needs are met. To
get you started, we have put together the following considerations, designed to help you narrow down the
perfect solution for inside and outside your home.

Light Control

Sheers and sunscreens
provide daytime
privacy. Close the
vanes or add an extra
blockout fabric to
achieve night time
privacy.

Light control is the number one consideration for most homeowners in
choosing a window covering. Whether to darken a bedroom, reduce glare in
a living room, or utilise natural light to brighten a room, different opacities in a
window covering can filter or deflect sunlight depending on your needs.
Ultraviolet light in sunlight causes damage to your furnishings, fading wooden
floors, furniture, upholstery, carpet and artwork. Window coverings help
protect against these damages to your home by filtering the light.

Luxaflex Dual Roller Blinds in sheer and room darkening blockout
fabric assure your privacy when you need it

Easy Maintenance

Sheer
Luxaflex Duette Shades are ideal for specialty shaped windows such as
skylights and arched windows. See page 14 for more details.

Translucent

A key consideration particularly for those with a young family or those
that are time-poor is the ease of maintenance. With such an extensive
range, there are many Luxaflex Products that are effortless to care for.
The Softshades Range is made from Polyester which is naturally anti-static,
repelling dust. The Fabric Collection features selected fabrics treated with
Duraguard® Fabric Protector and Sanitized® Antimicrobial Protection. See
page 29 for more details. Luxaflex® PolySatin® Shutters can be removed
from their hinged panels and hosed outside.

Blockout

Above: Luxaflex Duette Shades providechoices to achieve different levels of light control
for your home.

Insulation & Energy Efficiency
One of the greatest benefits of Luxaflex Window Fashions is the ability to
control the room’s temperature. Insulation and energy efficiency is achieved
through the selection of the right blind or awning. A well insulated window
can reduce energy consumption as it relies less on air conditioning/heating
to control the temperature of a room. Save up to 49%1 on your heating
costs with Luxaflex® Duette® Architella® Ménage Shades through Winter and
save up to 60%2 on your cooling costs through Summer using a Luxaflex®
Evo Awning. Combine external awnings and internal blinds for the best
result year round.

Luxaflex Products are easy to clean and maintain

Home Automation
Many of our motorised blinds, shades and awnings provide the
convenience of remote control motorised technology through hard wired
or battery systems, including integration into ‘Smart Home’ automation
systems. This allows control of your window coverings at the touch of a
button, timer or sensor. In addition to providing the ultimate choice in child
safety and convenience, sensors can ensure the windows are shaded to
provide optimal thermal efficiency in your home throughout the day.

The unique honeycomb
structure of Luxaflex
Duette Architella
Ménage Shades traps
the heat and prevents
heat gain and loss.
Luxaflex Duette Shades deliver superior insulation

Summer

Winter

Motorisation – convenience at the touch of a button
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Greater

choice, refined product series

Luxaflex Window Fashions continue to evolve the Australian range of stunning window covering solutions for inside and outside
your home with the Luxaflex Product Series. Each product type in this brochure offers styles, fabrics and finishes from the Designer,
Classic and Living Series. The broader range ensures Australian home owners now have even more choice from the brand they
know and trust, Luxaflex Window Fashions, in Australian homes since 1954.

The Designer Series
is our exclusive
top-of-the-range
collection providing
unique features and
premium solutions.

The Classic Series
is our core range of
Luxaflex Products
that Australian home
owners have loved
for generations.

The Living Series is our
refreshingly affordable
range of blinds and
shutters customised
to suit your lifestyle.
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Why choose Luxaflex Window Fashions?

Innovation & Quality

Child Safety

It is the quality and technical excellence that sets Luxaflex
Window Fashions apart. Many of our products are patented and
are exclusive designs engineered and thoroughly tested for the
harsh Australian climate. Luxaflex Window Fashions are beautiful
products, designed to last.

We understand the importance of safety in the home, especially for
those with young children and pets. That’s why all Luxaflex Window
Fashions are designed with safety in mind and are compliant with the
latest ACCC Child Safety Regulations to ensure they can be operated
in a safe manner. We can advise you on the best method to update your
entire home.

Our made to measure manufacturing process combines the latest
technology equipment and assembly methods with hand made care
to ensure your window coverings meet our high quality standards.

Personalised Service
We understand selecting the right window
coverings solution can be difficult with so
many choices in styles, operating systems,
colours, opacities and options available
to you.
Our Gallery Showrooms provide the
ultimate in window fashions shopping
experiences to make it simple and easy,
from your initial enquiry through to the
after-sales service.

Expert Advice

Experience

We will guide you through the selection
of the right window covering, colour,
style and operating mechanism to meet
your personalised needs for your home
and budget.

The Luxaflex® Brand has been a
household name in Australia since
1954. We know Australian homes
and design our products to meet
our high UV conditions. Our staff
are thoroughly trained to ensure we
provide customised solutions to meet
your needs.

With access to the exclusive
Designer range, we offer the largest
selection to provide the ideal solution
for your home.

We are committed to ensuring you have a thoroughly satisfying experience and are 100% happy with your selection of your
internal window covering. We guarantee it. If you are not happy with your choice, we will exchange it for another Luxaflex
Product. We simply ask you to live with it for 20 days, then you have 20 days to make a claim, for a one time replacement.
Full terms and conditions are available in the 20/20 Gallery Gold Guarantee brochure or on our website. Exclusively available
in Luxaflex Window Fashions Galleries.
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*All Luxaflex products that are installed correctly will comply with the Trade
Practices (Consumer Product Safety Standard - Corded Internal Window Coverings)
Amendment Regulations 2010 (No 1).

Custom Solutions

Warranty

All Luxaflex Window Fashions are custom made to your exact window
requirements, so they fit perfectly to your windows, doorways or as
room dividers.

All Luxaflex Window Fashions are backed with a 5 year warranty3.
Luxaflex® PolySatin® Shutters come with a 20 year warranty3,4 and
clear PVC Awning Fabric has a 12 month warranty.

Special conditions such as humid environments, special shaped
windows, large windows and coastal environments (salt spray exposure)
can be catered for. Our extensive range has a solution for everyone.
Our experts will assist you in finding the right solution.

We stand behind the quality of our products which provides you peace
of mind in the unlikely event something goes wrong.

luxaflex.com.au
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®

Luxaflex

Softshades Collection
The Luxaflex Softshades
Collection includes:

Luxaflex Pirouette
Shadings

Luxaflex Luminette
Privacy Sheers

Luxaflex Silhouette
Shadings

The Luxaflex Softshades Collection
captures the essence of premium
styling for your windows with the
most comprehensive and unique
collection of fashionable soft window
fashions. The collection provides the
entire house solution by coordinating
complementary tones and fabrics
across different windows and doorways
in any room.

Luxaflex Modern Roman
Shades

Luxaflex Duette
Shades
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®

Luxaflex

Pirouette

®

®

Luxaflex

Shadings

Luminette

®

Privacy Sheers

Revolutionary Invisi-Lift
system which suspends
the shadings’ vanes for
a floating appearance
Available in a range of
beautiful fabrics in a
palette of modern colours

Fabric valance conceals
exclusive Softrak® system

Made from 100%
polyester, select from
a range of fabrics with
translucent or room
darkening vanes

EasyRise, Ultraglide
or PowerView remote
control operation

SOFTRAK® System

Luxaflex Pirouette Shadings are a
patented and innovative window
fashion allowing light and privacy
to be controlled precisely with
its unique design, featuring soft
horizontal fabric vanes which can
be adjusted to reveal filtered views
or total privacy.
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Luxaflex Luminette Privacy Sheers
are a visually striking alternative
to sheer curtains with the benefit
of translucent or room darkening
vertical vanes that provide perfect
light and privacy control with full
180 degree closure.

DESIGN OPTION
Coordinate with
Luxaflex Luminette
Privacy Sheers for the
entire house solution.
Closed for
full privacy

Contoured
for elegance

Opened for unobstructed
view through

Available with manual
wand operation
or PowerView
Motorisation for
enhanced child safety.

Rotate vanes open for a
soft, diffused view through

Rotate vanes closed
for privacy

Drawn back for an
unobstructed view
to the outside

Luxaflex® Softshades Collection
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®

Luxaflex

Silhouette

®

®

Luxaflex

Shadings
Fabric vanes
suspended
between 2 sheers
means no cords

Modern Roman Shades

Matching fabric
covered headrail
Retain your view and
protect your furniture
from UV
Smooth
and uniform
appearance

Matching fabric
covered bottom rail

Tailored - flat folds roll into a fabric covered headbox

Close the vanes for night time privacy

Luxaflex Silhouette Shadings,
with the signature S-Vane, feature
soft vanes suspended between
two sheer facings. Translucent
fabric vanes diffuse the light and
filter the UV to provide a warm
glow whilst room darkening fabric
vanes help darken your room and
provide privacy.
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Sheer fabric gives daytime
privacy when vanes are open

Available with a range of
operating systems, including
Ultraglide® 2 ‘click and walk away’
which offers an innovative self
lowering feature.

Signature S-Vane,
available in 50mm, 65mm
and 70mm vane sizes

Traditional - Softly contoured folds
roll into a Fabric covered headbox

Luxaflex Modern Roman Shades
are an innovative Roman Shade
with no exposed rear cords for
enhanced child safety. Available
in five unique styles with a
choice of child safe operating
systems and a broad range of
fabrics in room darkening and
translucent opacities.

Tiered - Soft contoured fabric folds stack
up beneath a low profile fabric headrail

Traverse - Classic folds that slide to
the side with a low profile headrail

See page 17 for operating system details.

Rear cordless design improves the view
from outside, end is completely child safe

Luxaflex® Softshades Collection
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®

Luxaflex

Duette

®

®

Luxaflex

Shades

Duette Architella
®

®

Shades

The inner TruPleat Construction
keeps every shade crisp and
consistent from front to back and
top to bottom

PowerView
motorisation:
For hard to
reach windows

Duo-lite design:
Light and privacy can be controlled
through 3 levels of opacity – sheer,
translucent and blockout

The multiple layers of
fabric preserve the
colours and textures
in bright sunlight

LiteRise operation:
Simply raise the
shade by hand

Vertiglide operation:
Slide the shade from
side to side

Vertiglide

The unique honeycomb structure
of Luxaflex Duette Shades provides
a contemporary striking look whilst
providing efficient insulation by
trapping air within the honeycomb
cell. Easy to care for, there is a large
selection of cell sizes and styles.
Versatile design caters for arches,
angles and skylights.

14 Luxaflex® Softshades Collection

Extensive range of
fabrics in a variety of
textures and colours

Skylight

Largest range of innovative
lifting systems including
PowerView Motorisation
for ease of operation and
enhanced child safety. See
page 17 for more options.

Arch Window

Vertiglide

LiteRise

Ultraglide

The next generation in Luxaflex
Duette Shades is exclusive to
Luxaflex Window Fashions; Duette
Architella Shades, featuring a
honeycomb-within-a-honeycomb
structure for superior energy
efficiency, which reduces heat loss
in Winter and keeps your home
cooler in Summer.

Three distinct
air pockets
trap air within
each cell
deflecting heat

The revolutionary IllumaCell
allows a greater amount
of light to filter through the
Architella Aurora Fabric,
enhancing the texture and
illuminating the fabric

Luxaflex® Softshades Collection
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®

Luxaflex

Duette Architella
®

®

Softshades Operating

Ménage Shades

Choice of operating styles to
suit your individual requirements

Reduce your heating costs

Systems & Design Options

Duette
Shades

Silhouette
Shadings

Pirouette
Shadings

3

3

3

3

3

Luminette
Privacy
Sheers

Modern
Roman
Shades

by up to 49%1

Ultraglide
Self lowering feature with a constant
cord length for effortless operation, neat
appearance and enhanced child safety.

3

Larger cell creates
a dramatic look

LiteRise

Minimum light and
air gap: for the
best insulation

Cordless operating system for enhanced child
safety. Raise and lower the shade by hand.

Lower the shade
from the top

3

EasyRise

3

Continuous cord loop operation for easy
lifting of even large shades.

3

3

Vertiglide
Cordless side-to-side operation, ideal for
sliding doors in either left, right, centre,
split or Duo-Lite Design Options.
Raise the
shade from
the bottom

3

3

Skylights & Specialty Shapes
Operable specialty shapes are ideal for
skylights, sloping windows, or any hard
to reach windows.

3

Manual Wand/Cord
A neat single wand that sits behind the fabric,
rotates the vanes and traverses the fabric
through a pull cord secured into the wand.

3

Travelling Wand
A neat single wand that sits behind the
fabric and the vanes and traverses the fabric
by pushing the wand along the track.

3

PowerView

The latest innovation is the Designer
Series exclusive Luxaflex Duette
Architella Ménage Shades. This
revolutionary fabric range features
a 38mm triple honeycomb
construction with six layers of fabric
and five insulating air pockets,
providing the best insulation currently
available for window coverings.

16 Luxaflex® Softshades Collection

Five air
pockets

Most of your home’s
energy is lost
through windows.
Research revealed
that up to 30%5 of
heat loss from your
home occurs through
uncovered windows.

Inner
TruPleat
Design

Red indicates heat loss/gain

Uncovered
window

Covered
window

Outer
honeycomb
shape

Battery powered remote control or wall switch,
removes the need for an electrician. Operate
the shade with the touch of a button across
one or multiple Softshade window coverings.

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

PowerView Hub / PowerView App
The PowerView Hub device together with
the PowerView App allows you to control
your blinds via smartphone or tablet.

Luxaflex® Softshades Collection
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PowerView® Motorisation
Watch Luxaflex
Window Fashions

come to life
In two simple steps, the
viewa app can bring
our window shades and
awnings to life via your
smartphone or tablet.
Discover the benefits and
beauty of PowerView
Motorisation in our house
of the future.

AFTERNOON
LIGHT

With Luxaflex PowerView Motorisation, the world’s most beautiful window fashions are now
the most intelligent. This innovative wireless system controls & powers a range of Luxaflex products
in your home. PowerView can automatically move your shades & awnings throughout the day, so
you don’t have to.

3:30 PM: ROTATE VANES

Precise Operation:

LOUNGE

PowerView offers precise control from one remote or your smart device across a variety of different
Luxaflex products and styles, whether up, down, open, close, tilt or traverse.

Flexible Schedules:
With the PowerView App, you can quickly create customised Scenes that control all the shades in
your home to operate together or in any combination you desire. Easily schedule those Scenes to
move your shades automatically at a set time of your choosing or coordinating with Sunrise and
Sunset.

Energy Efficient:
Customise Schedules to ensure your windows are shaded during the peak sun exposure times
during Summer and cooler times during Winter to control solar energy throughout the seasons.

Secure:

1
Download the
viewa app from
the App store
or Google play.

The RemoteConnect™ feature, along with an internet connection, allows you to operate your
shades from anywhere in the world, using your smartphone or tablet.

Child Friendly:
Along with the added convenience of cordless operation, PowerView Motorisation creates a safer
environment for homes with young children and pets.

Diverse:
With the widest array of innovative styles, colours and fabrics in the industry, your motorised blinds
are as beautiful as they are intelligent.

Battery Powered:

2

Most PowerView blinds are battery-powered, so they’re easy to install, operate and maintain.
The battery-pack is hidden behind the headrail so there’s nothing to mar the beauty of your
window shades.

Hold your phone or tablet
over this page to watch
PowerView in motion.

Pebble ®
Remote
Control
Pebble
Scene
Controller

Good Morning

PowerView is a cost effective automation solution. Integrate with your existing home automation system
or operate via the PowerView app in conjunction with two different types of Pebble controls – a Pebble
Remote Control or a Pebble Scene Control.
Available in 7 Colours

Clear Frost

18 Luxaflex® Softshades Collection

White

Black Matte

Pewter Frost

Citron

Poppy

Cobalt

Luxaflex® Softshades Collection
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®

Luxaflex

Fabric Collection
Fabric opacity

Sunscreen
Sunscreen fabrics allow for
heat and light control whilst
maintaining your view. Perfect
for reducing glare and heat in a
room exposed to the sun. Layer
with blockout fabrics for night
time privacy.

Sheer
Sheer fabrics give daytime privacy
and some filtered view through
subject to the texture and weave.
Layer with blockout fabrics to give
night time privacy.

Translucent
Translucent fabrics screen out
harsh light, but do not allow a
view through. They bring texture
or patterns to light coming into a
room whilst providing daytime and
night time privacy.

The Luxaflex Fabric Collection provides
you with many choices for colour,
texture, opacity, trims, operating
methods and durability. Team different
opacities in different rooms to suit your
light, heat and privacy requirements.

Blockout
Blockout fabrics offer the ultimate
level of privacy, day and night whilst
helping to insulate the room. Blockout
fabrics offer room darkening
capabilities. Ideal for bedrooms and
home theatre/TV rooms.

20 Luxaflex® Fabric Collection
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®

Luxaflex

Sunscreens

®

Luxaflex

Filter UV and
control light,
heat & glare

Manual cord or
motorised operation

Dual Roller Blinds team blockout with
sunscreen or sheer fabrics for the
ultimate in light & privacy control

Retain your view

Optional premium chain drive

Luxaflex Sunscreens allow control
of heat, glare and light while
maintaining your view. Available in
the very latest on trend colours,
Sunscreens can add freshness
with bold colours or a soft glow
with warm neutrals. Their discreet
design is the perfect choice for
rooms heavily exposed to the sun.
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Available with PowerView
Motorisation for the
ultimate in convenience
and child safety.

Roller Blinds

Many Luxaflex Sunscreens feature Enduris® Glass Core Technology making
them inherently fire retardant and stable with minimal shrinkage and warpage

Luxaflex Roller Blinds with
patented EDGE Technology
provide a stylish appearance and
smooth operation, combining
sophisticated technology with a
variety of durable fabrics ranging
from blockout to light filtering.
Pelmets, corner, bay and straight
link control available.

Optional headbox.
Also available with optional side channels.

Cordless
LiteRise
operation is
available for
the ultimate in
convenience
and child
safety.

Optional heavy duty with cable guide

Quality Guaranteed
Enjoy peace of mind when you buy genuine Luxaflex Roller
Blinds. Only Luxaflex Window Fashions offer all the parts
made by the one manufacturer. This means that Luxaflex
fabrics, components and HD motors are manufactured
with the highest quality standards and the end products
are assembled by our experienced team here in Australia.

Luxaflex® Fabric Collection
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Luxaflex Roller Blinds with Qmotion
®

®

Luxaflex Roller Blind Motorisation

Technology

®

Luxaflex Window Fashions has a variety of motorised solutions whether you are after integration with a home
automation system or wish to control your Luxaflex Roller Blinds via your smartphone or tablet. With no cords,
motorisation provides a sleek look to your window coverings and offers enhanced child and pet safety.
Qmotion® ZigBee Technology
Luxaflex® Roller Blinds with Qmotion® ZigBee Technology is the
answer to integrating Qmotion into Control4 automation systems.
The Qmotion ZigBee motor communicates natively with Control4,
which means no additional accessories are required for direct
wireless communication.

No electrician required,
batteries can be replaced
without removing the blind

Available in over
400 fabric options

Through the use of ZigBee HA1.2 technology and in-built collision
avoidance, the communication consistency has been enhanced
when compared to propriety protocols. This allows for a more
responsive operation in RF rich environments and reduces
potential interference from other electronic devices.
The Qmotion ZigBee motor is the perfect partner for Control4,
finally offering the complete solution for automating lighting, air
conditioning, intercom, security and blinds all from one system.

Compatible with
a range of home
automation systems

PowerView® Motorisation
PowerView enables intelligent motorisation for single or linked
Roller Blinds, allowing a wide range of internal and external
products to be operated off one complete system.
Operated by a 6 channel Pebble® Remote Control, mobile device
(PowerView App) or a 3rd party automation system; PowerView
offers the complete ‘connected homes’ experience.
Available in both 240v and battery-powered options, PowerView
Motorisation is whisper quiet at less than 40dba (ISO3746).
Take control by scheduling scenes which automatically activate
throughout the day that suit your home and lifestyle.
Take Control

Set Your Perfect Scene

The blinds can be operated via the PowerView App or two different
remote controls - a Pebble Remote Control or a Scene Controller.

Start by creating Scenes, multiple window treatments adjusted to
the preferred position at different times of the day based on your
light, privacy and overall room ambiance preferences. You can
even schedule multiple-room Scenes to activate simultaneously.

The PowerView Pebble Remote Control offers a modern
alternative to a traditional remote control, ergonomically designed
and beautiful to look at, available in seven stylish colours to
enhance any décor.
Control up to six different groupings of window treatments either
individually or together. With just a press of a button you can
create a custom ‘favourite’ position for each window treatment.
Optional headbox

Qmotion Technology offers
an affordable and super quiet
battery-powered solution for
Luxaflex Roller Blinds. Offering
smooth operation, the blinds can
be operated by remote control,
smartphone or tablet using the
free Qmotion app6 or moved to
the desired position by hand.

Qmotion® Technology
uses regular D cell
alkaline batteries
discreetly hidden
inside the roller tube.
The batteries can
be replaced without
removing the blinds
and can last up to
five years7.

The PowerView Pebble Scene Controller features an advanced
display screen that lets you conveniently preview and select room
scenes that have been programmed using the PowerView App.
Get the PowerView App
®

The PowerView App unlocks the full potential of PowerView
Motorisation. Using the App on your smartphone or tablet, you
can create and schedule customised room Scenes that allow your
shades to operate on their own or together throughout the day.

Operate by remote control

Operate by hand

Operate by smartphone

Home Integration
Along with controlling your PowerView Shades through the
PowerView App and Pebble Remote, PowerView also seamlessly
integrates into 3rd party home automation systems. Synchronise
your ‘Scenes’ to automatically activate in coordination with your
other smart home devices to create picture-perfect settings
throughout the day.
The PowerView HUB unifies your PowerView Scenes with that
of the most popular home automation systems. This is made
possible through a variety of methods, including local connectivity
within the home (IP and RS-232 serial), Dry Contact (240V AC
motor) as well as outside of the home through the cloud.

Other Motorised Solutions
Other options include the basic Merger motors (Merger Remote, Merger Switch or Merger Remote 37) or the premium European motor solutions from
Somfy® (Somfy® Remote or Somfy® Switch).
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®

Luxaflex

Roman Shades

®

Luxaflex

Panel Glide

Simple headrail
system with glider
mounted carriers for
ease of operation

Choose the right type
of fabric for your room’s
light and privacy needs

Choice of
operating
systems

With a contemporary look and feel,
Luxaflex Roman Shades can be paired
with an extensive fabric range. Fabrics
range from blockout, translucent,
sheer and selected sunscreens to
suit your home and lifestyle. Options
include decorative tassels, timber
battens, reverse top down/bottom up
operation and motorisation.
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Beach® - No pelmet, side operated
cord lock and pulley or loop chain.
Sewn sides & rear batton pockets.

Classique® - Front cord lock with
pelmet, aluminium rear battons

Reverse Roman - Raise from the
bottom up and top down provides
superior privacy & light control

Luxaflex Panel Glide creates privacy,
protection and an outstanding
impression in any room. Perfect for
a large window, door or as a room
divider. The blinds are comprised
of a series of smooth fabric panels
that glide effortlessly sideways on a
simple track mechanism, making it
light and easy to operate.

Available in a range
of fabric styles and
trim options to suit
your home.

Opened

Closed

Luxaflex® Fabric Collection
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®

Luxaflex

Vertical Blinds

®

Luxaflex

Fabric Benefits

Luxaflex fabrics are made from the highest quality yarns and most are manufactured here in Australia.
Available with single
or dual wand control for
enhanced child safety

Easy to Clean & Maintain

Reduced Allergens for a Healthy Home

Many Luxaflex Fabrics are treated with Duraguard Fabric Protector,
which effectively repels most stain causing agents with its proven
water based, preventative formula. Your Luxaflex Window Fashions will:

Selected Luxaflex Fabrics are treated with Sanitized® hygiene function, which:

• resist water stains from rain, moisture and condensation on windows
• resist oily stains from spills or fingerprints.

• effectively reduces the development of bacteria, odour and mildew
• p
 rotects against the development of bacteria ensuring well-being in
your home
• is free of harmful substances and is recommended by institutions for
allergy sufferers.

LUXAFLEX FABRIC UV TEST RESULT

BEFORE

AFTER

A COMPETITOR’S FABRIC UV TEST RESULT
Sleek and practical design
makes coordinating sliding
doors and windows easy

BEFORE

Luxaflex Vertical Blinds offer a
sleek, modern design incorporating
fabric vanes that can be easily tilted
or stacked to left, right, centre or
split stacked to set the light mood
you want. A large range of colours
and fabrics are available to suit your
taste, and they are easy to clean
and operate.
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Available in two
operating systems:
Chain and Cord or
Traversing Wand,
offering design
flexibility for your
room.

Our track is the most flexible solution for large sloping
and irregular shaped windows and offers perfect light
protection with a 200 degree vane closure to ensure
minimal light leakage between blades.

AFTER

Fade Resistant

Fire Retardant

Luxaflex Fabrics undergo stringent testing to ensure they resist fading
and maintain their original appearance for many years. All Luxaflex
Fabrics have been tested for colour or light fastness on a scale from
1 to 8, where 8 is most fade resistant from exposure to light. The
Luxaflex Quality standard is 6 and above. Many other blind & curtain
fabrics available in Australia do not pass these tests resulting in a
shorter product life.

Luxaflex fire retardant fabrics have been designed specifically to inhibit
the spread of flames and smoke in the event of a fire. The fabrics are
independently tested in accordance with the Australian Standard.

Luxaflex® Fabric Collection
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®

Luxaflex

Woods Collection
The Luxaflex® Woods
Collection includes:

Luxaflex PolySatin Shutters

Luxaflex Timber Shutters

Luxaflex Country Woods
Venetians

The Luxaflex Woods Collection brings
the natural beauty of timber and the
best of engineered timber looking
products to your home. Providing a
classic, traditional or modern styling,
the mood of your room can be created
to suit your individual requirements.

Luxaflex Wood Essence Blinds
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®

Luxaflex

PolySatin

®

®

Luxaflex

Shutters

PolySatin finish
looks like real
painted wood

Timber Shutters

Sliding

Hinged

ClearView:
modern styling with
unobstructed view

Perfect for every
room in your home
including wet areas

Hinged model shown.
Also available in bi-pass and bi-fold.

Durable

Kind to the Environment

Easy to Care For

The colour is a permanent

More than 95% of the polyresin

Because the product will not blister,

finish and resistant to dents.

production waste can be

peel, flake, corrode or fade due to water

granulated and recycled.

exposure, the shutters can simply be

Child Safe & Non-Toxic

The shutters can simply be washed
with water to remove dust or marks
without affecting the product

Luxaflex PolySatin Shutters are the
modern alternative to traditional
wooden shutters and are virtually
maintenance free. Made from a
polyresin compound, finished with
a revolutionary technology to create
a soft, matte lustre look of a freshly
painted finish. Available in three
louvre sizes.
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removed and washed with a hose.

Because there are no cords

Australian Made

and the polyresin compound

Supporting local manufacturing,

Fire Retardant

is non-toxic, Luxaflex PolySatin

providing quick production and

Polyresin compound is inherently

Shutters are child safe.

after sales support.

flame resistant.

20YEAR
WARRANTY

Luxaflex PolySatin Shutters
come with a 20 year warranty 3,4.

Water resistant, the shutters will
not blister, peel, flake, corrode
or fade – ideal for kitchens,
bathrooms and external areas
exposed to sun, rain and coastal
environments

Available
in three
operating
systems:
Traditional,
ClearView
and the
patented
gear driven
SmartView®

Luxaflex Timber Shutters
provide the timeless beauty and
enduring craftsmanship of real
timber, custom made for your
home. The shutters effectively
provide protection from heat and
glare. Choose from a range of
over 10 paint or stained finishes.

64mm
Elliptical louvre

89mm
Elliptical louvre

114mm
Elliptical louvre

The TruView®
Hidden Tilt
Mechanism
delivers a clean,
contemporary
design and
a clear,
unobstructed
view through
open louvres
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®

Luxaflex

Country Woods

®

®

Luxaflex

Venetians

Wood Essence Blinds

Impervious to moisture
making them ideal for all
rooms in the home

Luxaflex Country Woods Venetians
are the perfect choice if you
appreciate the look and feel of
natural timber. Colour coordinated
tassels, cords and accessories are
standard on all products.
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Cordless LiteRise and
Motorised operation options
are available for the ultimate
in convenience and child safety.

Available in a range
of colours in 50mm
and 63mm slats

Luxaflex Wood Essence Blinds
provide a practical alternative
to timber blinds. Made from
polystyrene they have the stylish
look of timber and are perfect
for high humidity areas such as
bathrooms, laundries and kitchens
as they are impervious to moisture.

Cordless LiteRise and
Motorised operation options
are available for the ultimate
in convenience and child safety.

Luxaflex® Woods Collection
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Woods Operating

Systems

Choice of operating styles to
suit your individual requirements

Luxaflex® Aluminium Collection
PolySatin®
Shutters

Timber
Shutters

3

3

3

3

3

3

Country
Woods®
Venetians

Wood
Essence
Blinds

3

3

3

3

3

3

Hinged
The standard hinged option is
suitable for small to medium window
widths and can consist of one or
more rectangular shutter panels
hinged in a variety of configurations.

Bi-fold
Depending on window size, hinged
bi-fold has one panel bi-folding off
another. Bi-fold on track is for widths
and heights greater than those that
can be achieved by hinged bi-fold.

Bi-pass (sliding)
The sliding system allows you to
cover wide widths, and is ideal
for sliding doors. Sliding systems
require the use of a top track and
bottom guides or a bottom track.

LiteRise
Cordless operating system for
enhanced child safety. Raise and
lower the shade by hand.

Manual Cord Lock
Raise and lower the shade manually
and lock in place with the cord lock.
Wind excess cord around the cleats.

Motorised
Hard-wired motorised and
controlled with a remote or wall
switch. Operate the blind with the
touch of a button across one or
multiple window coverings.

Shapes
Solutions are available for special
window shapes such as sloping,
angled and arched windows which
are operable or fixed.
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Venetian Blinds

®

Special
Shapes

Total
Blockout
Option

Large
Window
Areas

yes

yes

yes

yes

Silhouette
Shadings

◆◆◆◆◆■

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆■

yes

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆

yes

Pirouette
Shadings

◆◆◆◆◆■

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆■

yes

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆

yes

Luminette
◆◆◆◆◆■
Privacy Sheers

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

Internal
Sunscreens

◆◆◆◆◆■

◆◆

Roller Blinds

◆◆◆◆◆

Light
Control

Durability

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

Privacy

Motorised

Variable
Light
Regulation

UV
Protection

yes

Insulation
/ Energy
Efficiency

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

yes

yes

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆■

yes

◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆

yes

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆

yes

Roman Shades ◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆

yes

Panel Glide

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆

yes

yes

Vertical Blinds

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆

yes

yes

yes

◆◆◆◆

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆

yes

Timber
Venetians

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆◆◆

Wood Essence

◆◆◆◆◆

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

Venetian Blinds ◆◆◆◆◆■

◆◆

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

Shutters
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Internal Product Selector

Duette Shades

This table will give you
guidance in making your
initial product selection.

Luxaflex Aluminium Venetian Blinds
are simply stylish, providing a
timeless design that suits many
decorating styles and are highly
functional for both heat and privacy
control. Available in many different
colours and special finishes
including perforated, with 16mm,
25mm and 50mm slat sizes.

Glare
Reduction

Luxaflex
Solar heat
Protection

®

Luxaflex

◆◆◆◆

yes

yes

yes

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

yes

◆◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆◆◆

yes

yes

yes

yes

PRODUCT SELECTOR LEGEND
Operate the blind
with the optional
single wand
or the LiteRise
operating system
for the ultimate in
convenience and
child safety.

Highest level of protection / performance
High level of protection / performance
Medium level of protection / performance
No visible holes for
enhanced light control
with TWI-NIGHTER®

Low level of protection / performance
Double your view with MAGNAVIEW®

No protection / performance
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